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Our brief:

I started this project with an interest in structural colour: a mechanism in 
nature that utilises light to colour the world around us in a special way. Rath-
er than pigment, transparant nanocrystals within the scales, skin or feathers 
selectively reflect only certain wavelengths of light. Which means we perceive 
the bird as green, whereas in fact there is no pigment.

For me it would be an ultimate goal to replace dyes - and the chemicals in-
volved to pigment any material - with a coating of nano-structures. And on 
top of that to make this out of a renewable, natural material (e.g. chitin) would 
be a farfetched yet amazing challenge.

Since I won’t be able to work with nano-scaled structures I’m planning to scale 
up the nanocrystals to a workable crystal size. My aim is to shine white light in 
the crystal and only get the blue wavelengths reflecting back. 

“As future thinkers and material explorers we want you to explore the full 

potential and value of light as a material. By using the Swarovski crystal as 

one of the core elements of your experimentation, we want you to understand 

how we can manipulate and harness this powerful natural resource.”

Brigitte Kock 2019



Via the little visualisations shown above I want to explain roughly 
how pigmented colour works. All man-made objects work primarily 
because of pigment, take for example your table or clothing. 
It is important to understand that white light is exists of a spectrum 
of colours with different wavelength in the order; violet, blue, cyan, 
green, yellow, orange and red. The pigment works like a filter that only 
lets a certain wavelength of colour through to be reflected. 

So, a white pigmented object will reflect all wavelengths of the 
different colours. When our eyes receive all colours together we 
perceived this object as white. For a black object all different 
wavelengths get absorbed into the pigment - no light rays reach our 
eyes and therefor we perceive it as black. All colours get absorbed into 
a blue pigmented object as well, except for the blue wavelength and 
since only this ray will get to our eyes we see the object as blue. 

How does colour work?



Scientist start to understand that quite a big part of nature 
makes use of a different method to create colour: structural 
colour. An example of this mechanism around us is for example 
our eye colour or peacock feathers.

As mentioned before, pigment works like a kind of filter that 
only lets a certain wavelength of colour through to be reflected. 
Instead of having a pigment filter, structural colour works 
through nano-scaled transparant shapes or layers that filter the 
light rays through the laws of reflection and diffraction. 

The simplified example shown to the right shows an object 
that by itself doesn’t have pigment (is transparent) yet filters 
the light with the underlaying three-dimensional structure and 
thus is perceived by our eyes as blue. 

Most of the structural coloured objects change colour slightly 
with different viewing angles and as a result most of them have 
a special metallic or iridescence shimmer. This has probably 
mesmerised people for a long time. So, for everyone who 
thought this was a recent discovery: this phenomenon has 
first been noted by Robert Hooke and later described by Isaac 
Newton.

How does structural colour work?



“ The parts of the Feathers of this glorious Bird appear, through the 
Microscope, no less gaudy then do the whole Feathers ... consisting of 
a multitude of bright reflecting parts. 
... Their upper sides seem to me to consist of a multitude of thin plated 
bodies, which are exceeding thin, and lie very close together, and 
thereby, like mother of Pearl shells, do not onely reflect a very brisk 
light, but tinge that light in a most curious manner; and by means of 
various positions, in respect of the light, they reflect back now one 
colour, and then another, and those most vividly. Now, that these 
colours are onely fantastical ones, that is, such as arise immediately 
from the refractions of the light, ... I found by this, that water wetting 
these colour’d parts, destroy’d their colours, which seem’d to proceed 
from the alteration of the reflection and refraction.”

Robert Hooke (1665) Micrographia. Chapter 36

https://pixabay.com/photos/peacock-bird-colorful-poultry-3617385/https://ebooks.adelaide.edu.au/h/hooke/robert/micrographia/observ36.html



“ The finely colour’d Feathers of some Birds, and particularly those of 
Peacocks Tails, do, in the very same part of the Feather, appear of 
several Colours in several Positions of the Eye, after the very same 
manner that thin Plates were found to do in the 7th and 19th Observa-
tions, and therefore their Colours arise from the thinness of the trans-
parent parts of the Feathers; that is, from the slenderness of the very 
fine Hairs, which grow out of the sides of the grosser lateral Branches 
or Fibres of those Feathers.”

Isaac Newton (1704) Opticks. Page 226 - 4th ed. 

https://unsplash.com/@soulgazephotography?utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=photographer-credit&utm_content=creditBadgehttps://archive.org/details/opticksortreatis1730newt/page/226



https://img-aws.ehowcdn.com/877x500p/s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/contentlab.studiod/getty/2c1f45fec56b4d67a88082b5181bec33



https://static.sciencelearn.org.nz/images/images/000/000/037/embed/LIS_SCI_ART_02_Colours_of_light_visible_spectrum_waves_v02.jpg?1522292014https://www.aaas.org/isaac-newton-and-problem-color

The first step in understanding how the crystal nano-structures 
work can be taught via Newton’s famous experiment: when 
shining white light through a glass prism the wavelengths split 
and reveal a rainbow. 
This occurs due to the different wavelength of each colour. Each 
wavelength travels at a different speed and because of that each 
colour has a slightly different refraction index. Meaning that 
when going from one medium to the other ( air to glass to air 
) they bend at slightly different angles, which makes it possible 
for our eyes to register the separate colours.  

This experiment can be done on a big scale. The question then 
becomes; can I make a crystal that would split the colours and 
only reflect back one wavelength? 
To be able to do this I wanted to know more about how nature 
does this.

What are light wavelengths?



https://ars.els-cdn.com/content/image/3-s2.0-B9780081002636000125-f12-03-9780081002636.jpg

Multilayer Reflectors | Thin Film 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/drogerscollections/31629919545/sizes/l

An example of multilayer reflectors is visible in the festive tiger 
beetle shown on the right. 

This structural mechanism works through reflecting of certain 
wavelengths of light. What wavelength will be reflected depends 
on the thickness of the layers (‘t’ below). 
One (or more) colour(s) will be produced by constructive 
interference, which in plain english means that the wavelengths 
are synchronised and therefore enforce each other. This is 
visualised in the image below. 
This is the simplest method of structural colour.

These layers can occur in different deepness of the bug’s ‘skin’: 
epicuticular, exocuticular or endocuticular

Material: chitin with alternating refraction index (nH and nL)
Thickness of layer: 1/4 of visible light (380 to 750nm)

Festive Tiger Beetle - Cicindela scutellaris

© Dave Rogers (2016)



https://www.flickr.com/photos/ngompel/119728851/sizes/o/

Multilayer Reflectors | Pointillistic Colour Mixing

https://www.flickr.com/photos/e-naturalist/33467184178/sizes/limage from doi:10.1098/rsif.2008.0354.focus

The center image is from the paper Gold bugs and beyond: 
a review of iridescence and structural colour mechanisms in 
beetles. Based on this image and my understanding of multi-
layer reflectors I assume that the layer thickness is lower at the 
part of the dimple then on the higher areas. The (high) parts 
that have a bigger difference in thickness would reflect a higher 
wavelength of light (red). The dimples have a smaller difference 
in thickness  and therefore reflect a shorter wavelength of light 
(blue). This speculation is in line with both images below.

Because these colours are not overlapping but shown saturated 
next to each other we perceive them as one mixed colour, in the 
case of the bug on the right, brown. In the paper I found the 
following combinations:
magenta + green = black
magenta + blue + green + red = brown.
This principe is in a way similar to how our TV works with red, 
blue and green LEDs that can create a multitude of colours.   

Material: chitin with alternating refraction index 
Thickness of layer: 1/4 of visible light (380 to 750nm)

Bronzed Tiger Beetle - Cicindela repanda

© Perk’s Images (2007)
© Nicolas Grompel (2006)



Multilayer Reflectors | Circularly Polarised Light  

There are three different types of light; polarised, not polarised 
and circularly polarised. This information is needed to 
understand this type of structural colour: A lightwave is capable 
of moving in all different directions; 360º. The first illustration 
below shows a movement on the y-axis, this lightwave would 
result in polarised light (2nd illustration). Non polarised light 
means it can come in all directions at once (3rd illustration)

Circularly structural colour has filters that reflect a certain 
direction of polarised light. Since layers turn direction per 
layer it results in a constantly turning reflected light beam 
(4th illustration) -  These different layers reflect non-polarised 
incident light back as circularly polarised light. 

Why nature does this is not entirely certain, but we as humans 
make use of these systems in e.g. 3D cinema glasses.

Glorious Scarab - Chrysina gloriosa

© Matt Buckingham (2017)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/mabuckingham/36153426582/sizes/lboth images from DOI: 10.1126/science.1172051



https://royalsocietypublishing.org/cms/attachment/1355b385-3db5-40cd-a735-13a85eec1f66/rsif20141390f05.jpg

Multilayer Reflectors | Broadband Reflection

https://www.flickr.com/photos/25872797@N02/33595701868/sizes/l
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Maryanne_Large/publication/13725868/figure/fig2/AS:669342899372054@1536595191408/Generalized-diagrams-of-sections-cut-vertically-through-the-cuticles-of-beetles.png

This type of structural colour is less directionally depended 
because it reflects the full spectrum of light. Broadband 
reflectors come therefore across as silver or gold in three 
different methods: a multi-stack, chirped or chaotic stack. 
As mentioned before the different thickness reflects a 
certain wavelength of light. All these methods have different 
thicknesses for the different colours of the spectrum they’re just 
position differently as visible in the image on the bottom left.  

Notice that in all three of these systems, the direction of 
periodicity variation is essentially perpendicular to the sample’s 
and each layer’s surface. Which in means that these type of 
reflectors often need to have a lot of layers (±70), which mean 
this method results in a thick (±50 μm) ‘skin’ which can be a 
disadvantage.

Gold Butterfly Chrysalis - Euploea

© Chien Lee (2014)



Diffraction Grating

https://www.flickr.com/photos/treegrow/34013932844/sizes/l

Diffraction grating is any nanoscale array of parallel ridges or 
slits that disperses white light into its constituent wavelengths 
- it diffracts light into its full spectra creating a rainbow-like 
reflectance. This reflection strictly follows the same sequence 
as the spectrum, which is how you can differentiate it from 
multilayer reflection.  

There are two types of structure: dense strigulae and weakly 
organised parallel ridges. The first type reflects more strongly. 
Both are more a form of iridescence rather then a saturated 
colour. So much so, that in the pictures online the iridescence 
was not even visible on photos. The same goes for the picture 
on the right. a

What is interesting is that basic literature on the effect of 
convexity on diffraction is sparse, whereas this probably would 
create quite a different effect. For example diffraction grating on 
the hair of a Ostracoda is convex.

Sap Feeding Beetle - Pallodes pallidus

© Katja Shulz (2017)
left images from doi:10.1098/rsif.2008.0354.focus



https://www.flickr.com/photos/nascenthought/5056413413/sizes/l

Three Dimentional Photonic Crystals | Spheres

https://www.flickr.com/photos/e10901/7591278046/sizes/limage from doi:10.1098/rsif.2008.0354.focus

Both Multilayer reflectors and diffraction grading can be 
manufactured, this third type of structural colour however is to 
complicated and small as of yet to be manufactured. And what’s 
so special about this type of structural colour compared to the 
previous two methods is that this mechanism is able to provide 
a high colour fidelity regardless of the angle you view it from.

The scales of the weevil are made out of a crystalline structure, 
the difference in volume of chitin compared to the volume 
of air (holes in the material) seem to influence the reflected 
wavelength. Larger scales have a larger crystalline structure and 
use a larger volume of chitin to reflect red light; smaller scales 
have a smaller crystalline structure and use a smaller volume of 
chitin to reflect blue light.

The snout weevil from the Philippines, Pachyrrhynchus conges-
tus pavonius ”Rainbow” Weevil is currently being research a lot 
as to how to self-assemble its crystalline structures - as current 
technology is unable to synthesise structures of this (nano) size. 
The micro images on the bottom left are from a different jewel 
weevil: Pachyrrhynchus gemmatus. 
Material: chitin crystalline structure (nH) and air? (nL)

Jewel Weevil - Pachyrrhynchus tobafolius

© Chuang Ko Min  (2012)

https://phys.org/news/2018-09-colour-generation-mechanism-rainbow-weevil.html



Three Dimentional Photonic Crystals | Waves

The green colour of the scales of this butterfly come from 
biological photonic crystal structures that have structural 
variation within the layers. The structural variations are 
periodic with a periodicity of the order of the wavelength of 
visible light. This occurs often in the ridges of butterfly wing 
scales. Morpho butterflies are the most well known for this. 

The so-called gyroid, diamond and primitive structures are 
still being researched. What is known for the butterflies is that 
these structures are made out of chitin and air, which is still 
connected to the outside air. Which can be seen when acetone 
or oil is dropped on the wing: this system is relatively fragile 
compared to the weevil’s enclosed system.

Green Hairstreak - Callophrys Rubi

© Gary Richardson (2011)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gruditch/5606455234/sizes/lhttps://www.researchgate.net/figure/Optical-SEM-and-TEM-characterizations-of-the-gyroid-structure-in-the-butterfly-wing_fig1_322448937



Three Dimentional Photonic Crystals | Threes

In the paper Mechanisms of structural colour in the Morpho 
butterfly: cooperation of regularity and irregularity in an 
iridescent scale, it can be read that just the structure of the 
photonic crystals are not the only factors in a saturated colour. 
In this research they investigate the difference between M. 
Sulkowskyi and M. Didius of which the first butterfly only has 
a blue shimmer whereas the latter is well known for being a 
beautiful saturated blue. The difference between these colours 
however didn’t turn out to have anything to do with the 
structures (M. Didius in the pictures below). 

Their conclusion was that pigmented scales below the 
transparent structural coloured scales absorb any transmitted 
light to prevent any other wavelengths then blue to be reflected. 
Next to that they hypothesised that it would prevent backlight 
interference. 
The effect of not having pigmented scales as a bottom layer can 
be seen clearly in the picture right of M. Sulkowskyi. 

As to how these structures work schematically in optical 
physics is a bit lost for me.

Blue Morpho - Morpho Sulkowskyi

© Sarracenia Flava (2015)
https://www.flickr.com/photos/123449205@N06/16406179304/sizes/lhttps://www.researchgate.net/profile/Timothy_Starkey/publication/260967593/figure/fig4/AS:392506702352392@1470592298926/A-and-B-photographs-of-M-rhetenor-and-M-didius-respectively-C-Optical.png



Three Dimentional Photonic Crystals | Piramids

© Pablo Negri Edwards (2017)

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/cms/attachment/a9bacec9-c76a-457a-9c65-23da38cc80be/s193fig1.jpghttps://pbs.twimg.com/media/DOI71JdXUAULUL2.jpg

This butterfly appears to have overcome the design challenge 
mentioned earlier, creating an efficient broadband reflection using 
very limited reflector thickness. The thickness of this structure is far 
superior compared to the broadband multilayer reflector. This is all 
due to the fact that the crystalline photonic structure makes it so that 
it isn’t necessary to have perpendicular stack as a result the thickness 
can go down to about 2 μm instead of a minimum thickness of 50μm.  

Silver Satyr - Argyrophorus Argenteus



“This research booklet is made after the final presentation and thus a good 

method as reflecting whilst writing. One of the points that struck me is that I 

choose 3D photonic structures as the mechanism I wanted to work with in my 

big crystals.

However because I didn’t understand their optical physics, I didn’t know how 

to calculate their up-scaled version either. Which is the biggest problem I 

faced after the first experiment succeeded: I didn’t know how to continue.

Looking back, maybe I should have continue the experiments without any 

calculations, in a more artistic manner.”



After fiddling with different lenses this setup worked!! 
White light goes into the prism, splits the different wavelengths and within the second 
lens only the blue light is reflected, all other colours are transmitted. 

The First Experiment 

transmitted light

reflected light 

white beam



I tried to attach the two lenses together to form one crystal. Unfortunately this didn’t 
have the same effect, so it probably needs to be better calculated to be able to reflect only 
the blue wavelength

The Second Experiment 



The second experiments was too much based on a guess for my 
taste, I think I should have spent more time making a proper physics 
calculation. I’m still really amazed that the first experiment went so 
well which makes me quite certain that ‘making one crystal that has 
the ability to be blue without the use of coatings or colourants’ is an 
achievable aim. 

I think that both experiments are a bit disconnected from all the 
research done, probably because after reading a lot of papers I 
didn’t put all that research together to form a conclusion to move 
forward from. Looking back it would have been nice to mimic more 
3D photonic crystals to just see how that shape would refract and 
reflect light. Even without any complicated calculations something 
interesting might have come out.

The structure of some photonic crystals would pose a problem for me 
trying to mimic them - the gaps within the structure are impossible to 
recreate accurately and in three dimensions. 3D-printing with a dual 
extruder, of which one water-soluble filament, might make it possible 
to create the structure on a big scale. But then the question becomes 
how to make it out of glass. Glassblowing techniques are by far not 
fine enough to make these structures, however I did find one person 
who is experimenting on this Jeroen Vleggaar. 

Moving forward, I would make more tryouts based on visual 
resemblance of the photonic structures that can be lasercut (to make 
the iterations faster) and next to that try to make an expert connection 
to be able to make a calculated structure parallel. 
I realise that my role as a designer has not really been sparking 
thought the process, as in there is not much of a attractive end 
product. Which I’m starting to see the value off when wanting to 
seduce an audience of the concept. So, next time I would have maybe 
made a teapot covered in crystals that are a certain colour without any 
colourant. 

Conclusion

© Jack Storms (2018)
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